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Jonathan S

on
05/31/2019




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










You get what you pay for that's for sure. The price is a little high for a 22 but it's fun to play with. Had problems with the magazine not spitting the bullets out properly. Other than that it's a fun little 22. 











Michael B

on
03/14/2018




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Hard to believe that Mossberg would put there name on this gun. I can't get a single shot out of this piece of s---. Bud's was great as usual. Do not buy this gun. I should of done more research before I purchased, the internet is full of complaints. The only good thing is that Mossberg knows it's a piece of s--- so they will send you part for free to try and fix the problems. My issue is with the mag. it's junk. Others report the bolt sticking but I think mine is fine. I would just sell off but I couln't to that to someone else, my name is not Mossberg!! 











Eric V

on
02/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fairly Accurate out of the box...minor sight adjustments and perfect. I got this for my kids to get used to proper handling of weapons and ammo, take the curiosity away and teach them responsibility!! That what I learned from the Air Force. They use it from time to time and we all have fun!! 











Juan A

on
09/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










the product is great I recommend it I have fired over 1000 rounds without problem 











Bud T

on
12/09/2016




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










The worst gun I ever bought!!!! Gun always jam and short feed.Hard to clean. Just a very bad design. 











Eduardo R

on
02/26/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Pro. Very accurate gun. Con. Hard to clean. 











Richard B

on
05/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great piece, fires true 











Mathew C

on
02/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun.I've put about 250 rounds threw it so fare. 











Lewis T

on
01/11/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is Awesome!I think it's very well made,even though it's made with a lot of plastic it's a very tough plastic! What can I say about the Budsgunshop experience! It was Awesome and seamless! This was the first time I bought a gun online and it was easy with Buds!Thank you very much! 











Derek P

on
12/12/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The gun is made of plastic but it is accurate and haven't had Any problems while shooting 











Hannah M

on
12/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best price for this rifle I've seen anywhere! Great rifle for the price! I read the specs and,knew it was only a AR style rifle and did not have the functionality of a AR. First day I picked it up took it immediately to the range and put 150 rounds of armscor threw it and had no jams, no failure to fire or feed. Worked perfectly out the box! Mossberg could have made it a bit better but, for the price it was a great buy! Will definitely be buying from buds again! The only flaw was dealing with UPS! 











Tony S

on
10/11/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










fun, looks like an ar, accurate, well made, and affordable :) magazine is a little shakey and no large cap. mags avaliable. 











Lee J

on
11/05/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










The Mossberg 715T is a bad ass looking inexpensive rifle. It's cheap to add accessories, however my only complaint is that I wish I bought the model with collapsable stock. Minor mods to it can make it adjustable. Also I have been having problems zeroing the rifle even with a RED DOT scope. Either the laser boresighter was off or this rifle is completely off. Either way it does the trick to eliminate the groundhogs destroying my property and the neighbors property. 











Bill G

on
09/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










SOLID, WELL BUILT RIFLE. VERY SATISFIED WITH PURCHASE. 











Jason P

on
02/09/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Quick delivery and looks great. Had the same issue that everyone else had with the mag, but I'll follow everyone else's advice and clean the whole gun and mag before firing. Either way, I am definitely happy with the purchase. Thanks. 











Richard M

on
02/03/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I like this gun, but very hard to find additional magazines for it. Mossberg will not answer e-mails. 











Donald D

on
01/20/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Received the rifle and did some cleaning and oiling before trying it out. Everything worked great out of the box, and like other reviews, the mag was a little hard to insert and release at first. After working the inserting and releasing the mag a couple times, it wasn't a problem and will probably get easier as I use the rifle. The only other issue I had with the mag (at first) was that apparently some have burrs at the bottom of the metal part where it goes into the poly part, which prevented more than 10 rounds from being loaded. After cleaning up the burrs, the slide moved easy and didn't hang up at all while loading (found the fix on an online forum). So far have shot only 25 rounds between my wife and myself (it was really freaking cold when we were out), and we both loved it. She even wants one for herself now, so I see another purchase in the next couple months. In the rounds we've shot so far, no hangups, no jams, and no problems so far, even shooting in 18 degree cold weather. For the price, it's a great plinker rifle. Was concerned that many of the body components were mostly polymer, but the advantage is that its much lighter than an M&P 15-22. I'm happy with the rifle overall, and have already started my laundry list of accessories in it's future. 











Rex C

on
01/16/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great, fun plinker for a full day at the range at a very minimal cost! Plus, with all the compatible AR-15 accessories, you get a great plinker. The biggest drawback is in the quality of the 25rd magazine. After taking the magazine apart and putting it back together (it was loose from the factory) it made it a huge difference. However, it is still sometimes difficult to get your ammo past the 10th round (like stated in other reviews). Basically one of the four previous rounds is not moving into place (side by side) in the magazine. In the past ejecting four rounds and then reloading them would fix the problem (keep repeating this method until it works). Recently I've found holding down the spring knob about three rounds while loading the first ten, would allow the bullets to go properly into the magazine and I haven't had a single loading problem since using this method. Your mileage may vary. About 500 rounds through it so far with only two misfires which was my mistake (loaded wrong ammo). Four stars out of five (one star removed due to magazine quality issues). If you are willing to work with it though, it's a great deal and a lot of inexpensive fun! 











Shane E

on
09/30/2012




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I'm kind of upset with myself on buying this rifle. I have yet to fire it but the reason I did buy this rifle was because it was the more expensive 25 1 round rifle. Going with the whole "what you pay for is what you get" rule I kind of thought this would have all the goodies.... I was sadly mistaken because it does not have the adjustable stock which is what I wanted in the first place... Should have bought the cheaper one I guess.. 











Mujahid I

on
09/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










No Problems so far. This is my first rifle, and won't be my last. Really fun to shoot. 











Tyler V

on
08/18/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I like the gun and I thought Buds was just great. However, I have already sent the gun back to Mossberg because the bolt would lock back every other round or so. I took it apart and cleaned it and it still did it. I gave it 4 stars though because I thought that when it did shoot it shot well and because Buds is a great place to buy a gun. 











Glen E

on
06/07/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I would say with this rifle you get what you pay for. first impression was that it felt like a toy. mostly plastic. dont like that the handle isnt removable. mags also can be sticky to reload with the springs and its a pain to take apart and clean. First trip to the range had multiple jams and difficulty sighting in the open sights. kinda frustrating even though i wasnt expecting much for $250 bucks. went home and took it apart and cleaned it and that made a huge difference. next time at the range went through 250 rounds no jams, hiccups with the same ammo, winchester Xpert HV. with the picatinny rail mount i put on a cheap red dot and got it sighted in. much happier now. action is still a little sticky and the red dot does look goofy mounted on the handle but for what i paid for it it shoots straight and for cheap. just be sure to clean it before you and you got yourself a fun and cheap plinker. 











Dimitri Z

on
05/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As others say unbelievable -- SAME DAY SHIPPING!! Satisfied buyer will buy again! 











Terrance S

on
05/02/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I just got the weapon. I havent shot it yet. First impressions is that it looks cool. I dont like the cheap feel of it but what do you expect for $243. Rail covers are definitely needed because they feel rough. Magazine fits a little loose. Buds was GREAT ! Fast shipping. Will update after firing 











Darian L

on
03/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have nothing but good things to say about this product. The first thing I love is that BUDS has this gun and many others actually in stock unlike the other places I looked for a tactical .22. About two days after taking it home from my FFL I put about 300-500 rounds of Remington high velocity supersonic (hollow tip fmj, and lead tip fmj) rounds through and everything was smooth. When I went to disassemble it and clean it I was nervous at first, but mossberg provides nice and simple instructions for taking it apart which was perfect for me since I am not an expert with autoloaders. I guess the point I am trying to make is that, Im in love with this gun and have had no problems with the gun what so ever. Ontop of the product BUDS was even able to get me my gun faster than I thought they would, which is always a plus too. ** The only thing I have to say is negative is the 25rd magazine. I have had some loading problems from the magazine when I tried to put the full amount of 25rds in it. I believe if you just buy another higher quality magazine then you have nothing to worry about. I dont think one nonfactor like a magazine should deter anyone from buying this gun. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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